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Labor and Community Studies has a
dynamic labor art and culture program. This
includes our Labor Heritage Chorus and our
theater class, "Work Tales, Labor Drama
Workshop". The chorus has become a
mainstay of the program and of the Bay
Area labor movement. Its success derives
from the chorus members' broad repertoire
and complex choral and vocal techniques.
Chorus members have been able to build
this level of musical sophistication through
repeated enrollments in the chorus class
series, LBCS 98A, B & C/MUS 48A, B &
C. In this series, A can be repeated once and
Band C can each be repeated three times.
Like other similar skill building arts classes
in the California Community College
system, students grow in their artistic
techniques by working in a class with
mUltiple levels of student experience over
time. Another example of this kind ofcourse
at the college is Theatre Arts 103,
"Performance Projects", which can be
repeated twice. Over the last two years, two
initial offerings of "Work Tales" laid the
foundation for a labor theater program as
accomplished as that ofour chorus. To build
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E. Field Trips
F. Method ofGrading
G. Repeatability

on this and enable the theater component of
our program to realize its full potential will
require a series of linked and repeatable
classes like the LBCS 98 series. Such a
series of classes will allow students to build
their labor storytelling, writing, performing
and production skills to a high level. This
will, in tum, allow them to make "Work
Tales" an ever more solid part of the Bay
Area's rich tapestry of labor art and culture.
LBCS I04C builds on the knowledge and
skills developed in the introductory and
intermediate courses, LBCS 104A & B. In
it, students will deepen their understanding
of the history of labor and community
theater through the Nineteen Seventies and
Eighties to today. They will also move to a
higher level of voice, physical and
storytelling skill training. Working with
labor and community groups, they will
develop storytelling projects with them that
use theater to advance, comment on and
celebrate their life and times.
Yes
Letter
3

Ill. CATALOG DESCRIPTION
Advanced study of labor and community theater, internationally and in the United States, from
the Nineteen-Seventies to today. Working with labor and community organizations to create
storytelling theatrical presentations that express their issues and concerns. Advanced
performance training. Introductory directing and project leadership training.

IV. MAJOR LEARNING OUTCOMES
Upon completion of this course a student will be able to:

A. Summarize the main forms of storytelling in labor and community theater internationally
and in the United States from the Nineteen-Seventies to today

B. Compare continuities and changes in labor and community theater storytelling from the
Nineteen-Seventies to today

C. Arrange representative works of labor and community theater from the recent past and
today

D. Classify recent labor and community theater and analyze its connection to its intended
audience

E. Produce an advanced command of the vocal, physical and storytelling techniques used in
labor and community theater. Demonstrate advanced ability to speak, move, and tell
stories on stage. Create beginning level training in these skills with partnering labor and
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community organizations.
F. Organize workshop sessions with partnering labor and community organizations to

identify their concerns and issues. Plan with them to synthesize these themes into a
dynamic mix ofmonologues, stories and dramatic scenes. Prepare this material for
perfonnance, including assistant directing.

G. Set up labor and community-based perfonnances and evaluate how well they succeed in
expressing the partnering community's issues and concerns.

V.CONTENTS
A. Advanced exploration of labor and community storytelling and theater

1. Issue based skits
2. Educational stories and drama
3. Exploration of labor and community partners' issues

B. Nineteen-Seventies to Nineteen-Nineties
I. Bay Area Labor Theater
2. New York Labor Theater
3. Portland Labor Players
4. International Popular Theater Movement

C. Labor and Community theater today
I. Popular theater in the Global South
2. Popular theater in North America
3. Western Workers Labor Heritage Festival
4. Great Labor Arts Exchange
5. Bay Area workers, community and immigrant rights theater
6. Spoken word and solo perfonnance work, such as at the Marsh

D. Advanced labor and community perfonnance skills
I. Vocal technique

a. Indoor and outdoor venues
b. Blending spoken word and music
c. Chorus as dramatic device; chorus as sound tapestry

2. Physical stage technique
a. Stage movement and social class
b. Poor Theater - Grotowski, Open Theater, Living Theater
c. Commedia dell'Arte
d. Mime and pantomime

3. Community-based storytelling
a. Popular Theater and perfonnance
b. Popular Theater and participation

E. Directing labor and community theater
1. Leading projects with groups such as unions and community-based organizations
2. Establishing relationships
3. Developing material
4. Production

F. Evaluation ofPerfonnance
I. Audience discussion and input
2. Community assessment techniques
3. Wrapping up project
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4. Planning future projects

VI. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY
A. Assignments

I. In-Class
a. Attend class regularly and participate in exercises such as creating issue based skits
b. Take part in lecture-discussions on topics like the Bay Area Labor Theater and

International Popular Theater Movement
c. Engage in advanced performance training and beginning training in leadership and

directing
2. Out-of-Class

a. Work with partners such as unions and community-based organizations on
collaborative theater projects to guide community members in creating storyteIling
presentations that express their issues and concerns

b. Design final project performances and arrange follow-up evaluation activities. Plan
for future projects

c. Prepare a report on the evaluation activities and project planning
B. Evaluation

I. Regular attendance and participation during which students appraise the main forms of
labor and community storytelling in the United States from the Nineteen-Seventies to
today, such as the New York Labor Theater and the Great Labor Arts Exchange

2. Lecture-discussions in which students compare continuities and changes in labor and
community storytelling from the Nineteen-Seventies to today, evaluating organizations
such as New York Labor Theater and Western Workers Labor Heritage Festival

3. Presentations in which students engage in advanced performance training like choral
performance, arrange representative works such as issue based skits and analyze their
connection to intended audience such as union members

4. Projects in which students produce an advanced command of performance techniques
like spoken word and create beginning level training in these skills with partnering
organizations such as workers' centers

5. Workshops in which students guide community partners as they consider their issues,
create stage pieces about them and prepare material for presentation. Students help
partners design performance evaluations

6. Final reports in which students assess current and plan future projects
C. Textbooks and other instructional materials

I. Instructor handouts and Reader, assembled from works such as: Bates, Reid. "Popular
Theater: A Useful Process for Adult Education". SAGE JOURNALS Online, 1996.

2. Boal, Augusto. "The Rainbow of Desire". London and New York: Routledge, 1995.
3. Anderson, Jennifer, Jennifer Michol and Joshua Silverberg. "Ready for Action: A

Popular Theatre Popular Education Manual". Toronto: Catalyst Centre, 1994.

VII. TITLE 5 CLASSIFICATION
CREDIT/DEGREE APPLICABLE (meets all standards ofTitle 5. Section 55002(a)).
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